Publication Workshop
Submission, Revision, Publication of Your Essay and Its Impacts on Journal Readers

✓ Submission process at positions
✓ What “revise and resubmit" really means
✓ How to read a journal and decide if your paper is appropriate to it
✓ Implicit debates and your intellectual work

Conducted by
Tani Barlow
T. T. and W.F. Chao Professor, Asian History, Rice University
Senior editor, positions: East Asia Cultures Critique

Thursday, October 30, 2014
2:00pm – 3:30pm
Carlos Hall (Carlos Museum), Emory U.
Atlanta GA 30322

Funding support
• Confucius Institute at Emory
• Grace Chao Lecture Series of Agnes Scott College

Co-sponsors
• Center for Faculty Development and Excellence, Emory
• East Asian Studies, Emory
• Asian Studies, Agnes Scott College